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In 1969, the New York Mets took on a nickname that was certainly fitting for that season—the

"Miracle Mets." Nevertheless, even beyond 1969, there have been numerous moments in the

history of the Mets that have proven miraculous, from the pitcher's mound to the batter's box

and from the regular season to the playoffs. In Miracle Moments in New York Mets History,

Brett Topel details the team’s greatest achievements, from the Mets' first win in franchise

history in 1962, to Tom Seaver's near-perfect game in 1969, the 1986 World Series, the trade

for Mike Piazza, Al Leiter's two-hitter during the 1999 one-game playoff, Jacob deGrom’s 2015

All-Star Game appearance, and much more. In doing so, Topel highlights the key players and

coaches and reveals the high level of excitement that comes with being a Mets fan. Complete

with full-color photos, this book makes the perfect gift for young and old fans alike of the New

York Mets!

Scrolls of Destiny is a collection of 10 puzzles...They aren't written with any setting in mind,

and although they do have a fantasy slant, they are easily adapted for other settings. All of the

puzzles are helpfully ranked by difficulty from one to three stars, making it easy to select the

right puzzles for your group. After each puzzle is a printout, which is a nice touch, although

they re a little exciting. Also, each puzzle has some advice on customizing it for your campaign

setting, and, even cooler, suggestions for how to incorporate them naturally into the game. I

have a tendency to think of puzzles as ways to lock a door or entertain a sphinx, but now I also

see them as really cool ways to introduce side-quests. --allgeektoutSome real mind stumpers

here, can t wait to see my players scratching their heads over some of these. --Erdrix, Dungeon

MasterI personally love puzzles. I think they add a nice change to some of our games,

especially when one of the players has a harder time figuring out the logic puzzles. I think this

is a good starter book for adding games into your campaigns. --Jennifer --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorKrys has been writing since she could hold a chubby

crayon. Her work has been featured on Expy Games and various online blogs. She is best

known for her writing on tabletop roleplaying games and how to use rpgs in elementary

education. Krys is the mother of a 10-year-old gamer girl and wife to life-long gamer Casey

Underwood. She teaches elementary reading and social studies in Texas. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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Dawn Dellarocco, “Gift for cousin. Very nice book for my cousin as a Christmas or birthday gift.”

Britney ann Jelaco, “Great. Love the book”

The book by Brett Topel has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 22 people have provided feedback.
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